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Expand your Gaming Horizons. It’s all about dominating with the best, so up 
your game with the latest products for all your gaming needs and strategies. 
We offer the latest products and technology which are exclusively sourced for 

all your gaming needs.

ENTHUSIAST PC COMPONENTS AND PERIPHERALS

Proudly sponsored by Syntech
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OPTIMIZE YOUR SYSTEM

MEMORY FOR OPTIMAL PERFORMANCE

M.O.D MEMORY OPTIMISATION SOFTWARE

To max out performance, you need the right processor, the right mother-
board, a PhD in overclocking, and the fastest memory available. That’s where 
Crucial® Ballisx® Elite comes into play.

Increase the performance of your 
desktop or laptop
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Monitor memory 
temperatures in real time 

MONITOR MEMORY
TEMPERATURES

Designed exclusively for Crucial® Ballisx® high-end modules, the Ballisx M.O.D. 
ulity (Memory Overview Display) allows you to play full throle while also keeping 
memory temperatures in check. Keep your gaming hot and your memory cool with 
high performance Ballisx memory and the Ballisx M.O.D. ulity.
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10X THE PERFORMANCE

Instant performance that lasts. Increase the speed, durability, and efficiency 
of your system for years to come with the Crucial® MX300 SSD. Fly through 
the most demanding applicaons with an SSD that uses the latest 3D NAND 
flash technology.

Without moving parts or 
risk of failure

 SOLID STATE DRIVES

Instantly improve system performance.
The Crucial MX300 reaches read speeds up to 530 MB/s and 
write speeds up to 510 MB/s on all file types so you can boot 
up almost instantly, reduce load mes, and accelerate 
demanding applicaons with ease.

Over 90x more energy efficient than a typical hard drive.
Extreme Energy Efficiency technology within the Crucial MX300 
reduces the amount of acve power usage that's consumed by 
the drive. The Crucial MX300 extends your laptop's baery life 
by using only 0.075W of power.

Boost drive performance by up to 10x with Crucial Storage.
This downloadable tool is easy to use and helps monitor and 
enhance the performance of your Crucial MX300 – update to 
the latest firmware and enable the Momentum Cache feature 
in Storage Execuve to instantly improve burst performance.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE POWER SUPPLIES

GAMING POWER SUPPLIES 

CLEAN POWER

When it comes to power supplies, Antec is the global leader in high - performance 
computer components and accessories. Antec offers a wide variety of highly 
efficient power supplies.

Give your gaming experience 
the power it needs

Immediately increases your
system’s performance

HIGHQUALITY POWER
AND PERFORMANCE

Raidmax supply power supplies that rival most brands. 
Just like their famous Chassis, Raidmax power supplies have a unique design. 
They have a wide variety of power supplies and each PSU caters to your 
individual needs. 
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DESIGNED TO INSPIRE

The Antec world class professional and gaming chassis range will provide a 
safe environment for your components. 

Give your gaming experience 
the power it needs

Wide range of futuristic designs
HIGHQUALITY CHASSIS

It has been more than 10 years since Raidmax began its work on its unique 
product lines and market posion. The name of Raidmax is synonymous to 
gaming design and budget cases. In the United States, Raidmax is considered 
to be the best brand.

PREMIUM ENTHUSIAST CHASSIS

GAMING CHASSIS
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GAMING HAS NEVER
BEEN THIS EASY

Redragon have designed their keyboards with gamers in mind. The key-
boards are comfortable, stylish and have a compe ve edge above all. They 
have a wide range including mechanical keyboards.

Enhance your 
gaming experience

Customize your keyboard
to your gaming needs

SUPERIOR RESPONSIVENESS

Speedlink’s keyboards have ultra-durability and are engineered for superior 
responsiveness. Due to the layout of the keyboard, your response me increases 
with easy to access keys and shortcuts. Speedlink’s keyboards allow for you to 
customize your keyboard to fit your gaming needs.

WORLD LEADING KEYBOARDS 

ASPIRING GAMING KEYBOARDS 
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ENGINEERED FOR
FAST GAMING

Redragon have introduced adjustable weights, high DPI and customisable buons to 
market at a price that’s perfect for everyone.

Silk-processed  mousepad for a 
smooth gaming experience

 Gaming Mousepad is designed to
meet professional demands

SUPERIOR RESPONSIVENESS

The high-end  Gaming Mousepads are designed to meet professional or gaming 
demands. Only the highest quality components are used to guarantee razor-sharp 
performance and precision.

HIGH PRECISION GAMING MICE

GAMING MOUSEPADS 
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QUALITY SOUND

Speedlink headsets allow you to immerse yourself within the game, with no noise 
interference. The headsets provide a high-quality ear cup with maximum comfort. 
They offer a wide range of headsets, ranging from the Medusa to the Crossfire and 
the Garuda.

No noise interference 
enhancing your 

gaming experience

On top of your game with 
quality sound

OPTIMAL SOUND

Headsets allow you to immerse yourself within the game, or stay connected in 
the office. Our thoughul range provides a soluon for everyone including cost 
effecve office products to noise cancelling professional units.

EXTREME AUDIO HEADSETS

STEREO GAMING PC HEADSETS 
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QUALITY CONTROL

Need a controller? Don’t worry, replace it with a Speedlink 
gamepad for PS Consoles. Speedlink’s gamepads can withstand the toughest treatment 
whilst also providing comfort and total control.

Providing comfort 
and total control

Become one with the game
ULTIMATE SOLUTION

Enjoy the latest car games with the Speedlink racing wheel. Get first-hand experience 
in driving that new Porsche or Mustang. Bale for air superiority with the Black 
Widow Flight sck. The Redragon range of gaming chairs offers you comfort  allowing 
you to go deeper into your favourite games and be more producve at work.

GAMEPADS 

RACING WHEELS, FLIGHT STICKS AND 
GAMING CHAIRS 
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